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Annual Report Overview: We’ve organized our annual report by department so that our community partners build a 
better understanding (or just a reminder) of the people, products, and processes in place at Alliance. Like the gears of a 
Swiss watch, when these teams do their work well, our partners are not exposed to the complexity of their work: only the 
elegance of the product(s) of their efforts. The sections that follow offer a window into these work products, the people 
doing this work every day, and (we hope) will teach you something that you didn’t know about the great people on 
these teams and the work they’re doing. We hope that this document generates ideas, questions, and critique. As 
always, we encourage your candid and frequent feedback. 
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A NOTE TO OUR PARTNERS – 2020 LOOK AHEAD 

     
      

       

    
    

   
      

   

     
    

   
        

     
   

   

      
    

       
    

   
   

     
  

     
 

     
      

       
      

 
     

     
     

    
   

     
        

     
       

   
      

       
   

    

The Early Romans designated March 1st as the beginning of the new year. It wasn’t until 1852, as a byproduct of the
British Calendar Act of 1851, when the Gregorian calendar defined January 1st as the day we breathe deep, reflect on 
what we’ve done for the past 12 months, and look forward to our future with renewed insight, energy, and optimism.

Just as the British government was the genesis of this tradition, our state and federal governments have created a 
framework for how we have worked together over the last five years with one shared goal: improve the health of the 
underserved in our communities. I am so proud of how far we’ve all come. Our data shows that we have indeed improved 
the health of the people we serve, and the anecdotes you all have shared with us reflect the poignant individual stories 
that express the meaningful changes that our work has facilitated.

Has it been easy? Of course not. Have we always agreed on what would be best? No. But the diversity of perspective is an 
asset rather than a liability. I firmly believe that it is because of the diverse perspectives (and not despite them) that we 
have aggressively pushed forward with meaningful changes in how we talk and think about the work of serving the 
underserved. I say “talk and think” (in that order) because the words we use can often guide how we view something. The 
famous 20th century social observer George Carlin once famously reminded us that the term “shell shocked” from the 
1920s described the same condition as “post-traumatic stress disorder” in the 1990s, but “the pain [has] now been 
completely buried under jargon.”

Avoiding jargon is one facet of the culture of empathy and advocacy that we’ve worked hard to create and maintain with 
you, and as you’ll see in the pages that follow, we’ve built a framework that will support this in 2020 and beyond. While 
the organization was created as a byproduct of state and federal policy decisions, just like the Gregorian calendar, our 
traditions of “upstreaming” empathy and accountability can and will carry forward well into the future.

In 2019, our goals were to continue our tradition of interventions that improve the health of our community, implement 
the first phase of the long-term strategic plan by creating the Healthy Alliance IPA, execute three contracts with health 
plans, and continue the subset of innovation initiatives from previous years that were either a) demonstrating clear 
improvements in health (and therefore reductions in total cost of care) or b) showed promise of demonstrating such 
performance and had interest (and financial support) from at least one health plan. As we reflect on our 2019
achievements, we accomplished all these goals and more:

• Culture: Capital Region Best Place to Work 2019. High performing, robust, efficient, and effective team.
• Performance: >$62M earned vs. $29M projected in 2019. This doesn’t include an additional $5.3M that we’ll

receive in January 2020 and another amount ($2-3 M) that will likely land January 2021.
• Strategy: Long term strategic plan implemented with strong support and recognition as a leading PPS from state

and federal government.
• Sustainability: IPA created and launched with 40+ member organizations signed on and three managed care

contracts executed.

Recognition. As many of you know, I took a risk and attended college in the early 1980s at a new institution (Hampshire 
College was only 10 years old at the time) created with a set of guiding principles that focused on student led learning, no 
letter grades, and the idea that intrinsic motivators (rather than the extrinsic rewards of approval that letter grades 
instantiate) would drive students toward much greater achievement than the “do this to get good grades” structure of 
traditional institutions of higher education. Twenty years later, behavioral economists at MIT developed a model
(popularized in Daniel Pink’s wonderful book Drive) expressing a convergence of motivators that form the core of high 
performing people and organizations – autonomy, mastery, and purpose. Good research has now demonstrated that 
extrinsic motivators such as praise, money, or other forms of recognition are only effective at producing short-term
performance improvements. For sustainable high-performing teams, an organization (or community) needs to leverage
intrinsic motivators. With a focus on the principles of autonomy, mastery, and purpose, we have worked hard to leverage 
the intrinsic motivators in everyone, while providing just enough extrinsic motivation to maintain engagement and
provide benchmarking to understand if/whether others are outperforming us, and if so, what we can learn from them.
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So, while we’ve been happy to quietly work toward better health for all (our purpose), we also know that recognition is 
necessary to educate others about our success and capabilities and to build the trust that’s necessary to succeed. As you 
can see in the pages that follow, we have been recognized for our culture locally (as one of the Capital Region’s Best 
Places to Work) and for our leadership nationally. Our IPA has been covered by national media, and we’ve been invited to 
participate in and lead policy forums with both New York Department of Health and the US Department of Health and 
Human Services. Through this activity, we are helping to shape the next iteration of government regulations and financial 
support for the work that we do, rather than just hoping it falls into place in a manner that would be favorable to us and 
the people we serve. 

The future is never clear. For Alliance and Healthy Alliance IPA, we have a set of 2020 and 2021 goals that we’re confident 
we can accomplish: grow the IPA in both geography and scope – doubling the number of health plan contracts and tripling 
the counties we serve and social care providers whose services we offer. We will also enhance our partnership with Unite 
Us as we replicate the model of Healthy Alliance IPA in other markets. By scaling our efforts, we will reduce the ratio of 
administrative overhead to service provider, thereby enhancing our efficiency and paving the way to sustainability and 
long-term success. 

Finally – a personal note. It has been a remarkable and unexpected honor to serve as the leader of this incredible 
organization and the people we work with for the past three years, and I look forward to this next chapter. Your support 
has been an imperative part of our success. Without it, we wouldn’t have gone from the back of the PPS pack to the front 
over the course of three short years. Our work isn’t finished, and many challenges lie ahead. Together, we are up to the 
challenge. Thank you for your passion, your vision, and your unwavering advocacy for the people we serve.  
2020 – here we come! 

Jacob Reider MD, FAAFP 
CEO 
Alliance for Better Health 

https://abhealth.us/
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FINANCE 

We have been busy supporting Alliance PPS and developing the financial infrastructure required for Healthy Alliance IPA. 
Alliance financial operations are run through automated business processes that eliminate the need to retain and route 
paper. Accounts Payable payments and employee expenses are processed electronically, project management software is 
used to track partner performance and payments, and all partner agreements and addendums are signed electronically 
and maintained in our customer relationship management (CRM) software. These automated processes promote 
operational efficiency and fiscal stewardship across Alliance. 

COMPLIANCE  

All DSRIP reporting was submitted in a timely and complete manner, resulting in payments of $63M including $27M of 
High-Performance payments. Alliance’s audit activities and associated compliance requirements were successfully 
completed. Healthy Alliance IPA formation and related governance requirements moved through the required approvals, 
resulting in (1) the formation of Healthy Alliance IPA, (2) the creation of the IPA Operating Agreement, and (3) the 
creation of the IPA Member, IPA Board of Managers, IPA Finance Committee, and IPA Quality and Integration 
Committee. To date, there are 42 executed IPA Participation Agreements, three IPA MCO Contract Addendums, an IPA 
Healthy Together Program Addendum, and an IPA Alliance Performance  Program Addendum.
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• As we prepare for the future of DSRIP and Healthy Alliance IPA, we will enhance our financial systems
to demonstrate the value of current and future IPA arrangements with health plans. We will be
implementing financial and budgeting software that will provide greater planning and reporting
functionality for our partners and Alliance management.

What's next for the Finance Team
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OPERATIONS 

Project Management Office (PMO) 

We support a broad spectrum of projects and initiatives in order to meet the ever-changing needs of Alliance’s 
progressive business model.  

Our PMO: 

→ Maximizes operational efficiency by creating and enforcing strong project managerial processes across
Alliance.

→ Guides projects that align with Alliance’s mission and strategic objectives to a successful conclusion.

→ Works with Healthy Alliance IPA Advisory Committee to develop collaborative goals, manage projects that
improve health, and stand up a variety of shared services exclusively for IPA participants.

→ Fosters company-wide support of shared operational resources to enable cross-departmental transparency,
continued collaboration, and bi-directional communication.

New Initiatives for 2020
• Roll out a company-wide project status report
• Achieve Agile Professional Certification
• Support and drive IPA Participant satisfaction
• Support Alliance’s expansion initiatives
• Prepare for the future of DSRIP
• Fully define enterprise processes for end-to-end
support of contract development, execution,
support, and optimization

PMO will continue to:

• Complete projects on time and within budget
• Provide product optimization support
• Assist with DSRIP Reporting
• Project manage Healthy Alliance IPA service
initiatives

• Focus on using operational tools and resources
effectively and interface platforms, where possible

• As Alliance continues to move toward product-based projects, we will look to incorporate an agile
project approach in 2020, focusing on building and refining processes to drive thoughtful response to
change, address risks, and deliver successful project completion.

What's next for the Project Management Team
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Network Operations

Formed in Q2 of 2019, we are responsible for growing the amount of social determinants of health (SDoH) data in
Alliance’s network, provide assistance with measuring outcomes, and prove our collective value as a network to the
community, our partners, health plans, and beyond.

We moved our contract with 211 in-house, as it became apparent that the activity and visibility this operation provided
was a critical piece of network development and management. We hired three Healthy Together Referral Navigators,
Tracey, Naomi, and Chris, to manage incoming referrals and ensure timely connection to programs and services for our 
community members. In addition, we onboarded Michele, our Director of Operations, to manage and provide oversight 
and direction across the network. We began building out operational procedures and best practices for network
development, management, and improved client experiences. Collectively, we hope to optimize workflows that sustain
seamless partner engagement and overall performance within the platform. We remain focused on network data visibility
– a key component to operationalize the vision of a strong, connected provider network.

What we’ve learned:

• We need stronger and more consistent communication with our users and partners.
• Data integrity is critical to the strategic growth and health of our network – which can be achieved through

retraining.
• Supporting each individual partner with an assigned Lead Navigator and Solutions Consultant helps with daily

referral management assistance and enables successful optimization and use of the platform.
• Regular performance reviews in Healthy Together and Circulation provide helpful feedback to our partners and

support timely connections to services.

2019 Goal Outcome 
Expand number of providers in network 33% growth 
Grow number of referrals flowing through network 8% growth (average) 

*Represents Healthy Together + ADK Wellness Connections
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• We will focus on increasing the growth rate of referrals and applying processes and procedures to
enhance data quality, which will require continued investment through Q1-2.

What's next for the Network Operations Team

https://www.adkwellnessconnections.org/
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MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS 

We worked toward increasing Alliance’s local 
and national media presence through strategic 
campaigns that highlight the valued work our 
team and all of you do to improve the health 
of the communities we serve. In 2019, local 
and national media outlets highlighted Alliance 
54 times (a 500% increase from 2018) – 
obtaining coverage from highly acclaimed 
outlets such as Managed Healthcare Executive, 
Modern Healthcare, Healthcare IT News, 
Health Data Management, Times Union, and 
News Channel 13. 

As our platform widened, we 
were invited to speak at 
several notable conferences, 
special meetings, and leading 
panels across the country – 
spanning six different states, 
from Albany, NY, to Sanford, 
CA. Alliance team members 
positioned themselves as 
national thought leaders in the 
growing field of SDoH and 
Medicaid redesign. Heading 
into 2020, we are preparing 
speeches for national events 
including the RISE National 
Summit and HIMSS20. 

  
    

   
  

  

 

With gratitude, Alliance won Albany Business Review’s
2019 Best Places to Work Award. As the only new winner
of the 12 awardees in the medium-sized company
category, we are humbled and reminded how lucky we
are to work alongside each of you. We believe Alliance’s
remote-work culture, team of mission-driven individuals,
and collective commitment to cultivate community
solutions that improve health are among the reasons  
we achieved this. 

In July, we onboarded our Communications Specialist, Caroline, who has become Alliance’s social 
media guru – strategically growing our brand identity and presence, one post at a time. 

Media Growth 

+28% Facebook
Followers

+103% LinkedIn
Subscribers

~15,000 (+120%) Website 
Interactions 

+45% Twitter
Followers

Average of 130 press 
release pick-ups over 28 

unique platforms 

Average of 896,853 
unique visitors per month 
to each unique platform 

14  

3

• Generate more news-worthy content focused on the work we are doing to address basic, social needs
before they become costly, medical problems. We will nurture and spread our unified organizational
voice through continued thought-provoking, collaborative pieces placed locally, nationally, and beyond.

What's next for the Marketing and Communications Team

37

https://www.rise-nashville.com/
https://www.himssconference.org/
https://abhealth.us
https://www.linkedin.com/company/abhealth
https://twitter.com/Alliance_PPS
https://www.facebook.com/abhealth
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PERFORMANCE AND DATA STRATEGY 

  
 

 
    

 

 

    
 

 
    

 
   

   
     

  
  

 

We provide subject matter advisement to our partners to optimize operational efficiency and inform data-driven decision 
making. Proven methodologies are applied to our datasets to develop risk stratification models that support partner 
services delivery, inform overall business strategies, and identify areas for improved data collection.

During 2019, we developed a strategy to leverage the work performed under DSRIP to position our partners for
sustainable value-based arrangements. We defined a relational data warehouse model to align social needs to improved
health with quantifiable results based on overall value vs. cost reductions.

Our strategy was to:

• Create a master repository, linking partner service populations with clinical and social provider encounters
• Develop a relational model that correlates disparate data sets into a series of risk stratification models based on

defined population cohorts
• Inform key performance indicators and action plans prior to state claims data availability
• Measure the impact of social interventions that reduce hospital use based on a series of ‘what if’ analysis
• Uphold a high standard of data integrity
• Provide data visualization resources for stakeholders

Partner Support
Key Performance Indicators - At the beginning of 2019, we instituted a methodology using key performance indicators
(KPIs) and action plans to identify individuals who were disconnected from health care. Working with partners, we
implemented outreach programs to contact, engage, and connect individuals with primary care providers who conducted
appropriate health care screenings to identify needs. Using data analytics to focus on specific metrics, our partners
steadily increased the total number of appointments each month.

Of those identified as having no access to
health care, we conducted outreach to 
successfully connect over 2000 individuals, 
over a six-month period, to primary care 
services. This demonstrates an overall 
increase of 25% of individuals previously 'lost 
to care' who are now engaged and actively 
addressing their health care needs.    

Information Management - We helped to optimize data collection with hands-on support using partner technology 
platforms and best practices. We have assisted over 50 organizations connect to Hixny that, with consent, allows them to 
access an individual’s unified health record to inform program eligibility and services delivery. Further, we have helped 
approximately 40% of our partners migrate from paper-based to electronic data capture resulting in improved workflow 
and program efficacy.  

Action Plans - We developed action plans to address two partner requests: 1) a report card related to partner 
performance relative to DSRIP measures, and 2) a list of best practices to increase the likelihood of achieving quality 
measures. Action plans intend to direct partners’ focus on best-practice actions that can be swiftly adopted to positively 
impact quality performance on measures and as a byproduct, improve the health of the communities we serve.  

25%

27%

21%Diabetes and Behavioral Health

Children (age 12 months+)

Adults (age 20+ years)

% Increase in Access to Care 
for Individuals Previously Disconnected
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Healthy Together Network Support
Continued development of the Healthy Together Referral Program included the launch of the Healthy Together Referral
Navigator team - providing direct support to our partners to troubleshoot barriers to services delivery for persons in need.
We developed a series of interactive dashboards to measure network performance, which now serves as a centralized
information hub.  

Performance Program Team 
As the dedicated liaison between Alliance and its partners, we worked to improve health through direct partner support, 
consultation, and effective change management. Through a team-based approach, our performance program prepared 
partners for the future where reimbursement is tied to value, not volume.   

Performance by the Numbers 

190,000+ 
patients served 

+4,000
low and uninsured patients 

engaged in patient 
activation: health coaching 

program 

~200 
patients successfully 

connected to primary care 
through Patient Activation 

Program 

~$280,000 
in total payments made to 
partners through Patient 

Activation Program 

~$1.9 Million 
funded to partners through 

Innovation Projects 

16 
partners successfully 

implemented Innovation 
Programs 

39 
existing DSRIP partners 

received 1:1 performance 
consulting support 

12  
new IPA participants 

received 1:1 performance 
consulting support 

$27 Million 
earned in high performance 

measures 

32% 
improvement on achieving 

DSRIP quality measures 

200+ 
partner meetings 

400+ 
partners participated in 
value based purchasing 

conferences, representing 
100+ organizations. 

• We will provide analytical insight and tools to our partners that will help develop sustainable
business models that promote health equity.

What's next for the Performance and Data Strategy Teams
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PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS 

 
 

 

City Health Works

• Bridges the gap between the doctor's office and
everyday lives of patients diagnosed with life-
threatening chronic illnesses and stressors such as
poverty and isolation.

• Provides coaching for Diabetes, Hypertension, and
Asthma.

• 78 individuals took advantage of the coaching
program to self-manage at home.

AristaMD

• Web-based application that allows providers,
usually Primary Care Physicians (PCPs), to securely
and electronically send a clinical question with
supporting data to an appropriate consultant. The
question is answered asynchronously within 24
hours.

• Extends the PCP's ability to treat conditions in the
office, with the added support of a colleague's
input.

• 3 participating primary care groups and 2 health
centers submitted 647 consultation cases; 86% of
providers noted the consultation influenced their
care plan and 75% noted the treatment plan
replaced the need for a specialist visit.

• Programs in
this closed-
loop referral
platform

• Clients
served

• Service
connections

Alliance's portfolio of products and solutions provide our partners with infrastructure and technology enablement 
so that partners can focus, without distraction, on improving the health of the community. This infrastructure makes 
people healthier by connecting those in need with the social services they lack (food, transportation, medical 
coaching, etc.), while generating bi-directional data used to facilitate whole-person care.

289 3456 6693 1525

• Housing +
Shelter
Service
Episodes

67

• Organizations
involved in
this ride-share
program

22581

• Rides

2394

• Clients
connected

6322

• Rides to
Benefits
Navigation

• We will continue to seek user feedback and focus on improving features and functionalities based
on the user and community needs. Turning user experience into actionable items and championing
for data quality is crucial to our future success.

What's next for the Products and Solutions Team

https://cityhealthworks.com/
https://www.aristamd.com/
https://healthytogether.us/
https://abhealth.us/ipa-partner-services-benefits/
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS 

  
 

   
    

  

In Q1 2019, we created an IPA plan to secure three managed care contracts that established the use of our referral
network and associated data exchange. An IPA is a business entity that assists multiple independent organizations to
contract with managed care organizations (MCOs). Our IPA, Healthy Alliance IPA, helps social care organizations (food
pantries, homeless shelters, etc.) embrace – rather than fear – the shift toward value-based reimbursements. These
changes will, we hope, help us improve the health of hundreds of thousands of people in New York and beyond. Our plan
is to continue to build relationships on both sides of this work: growing the breadth and scope of the organizations who
join the IPA and growing the number of health plans with whom we partner. MCO contracts executed in 2019:  

 
   

    
 

   
 

    
  

  

Moving into 2020, Healthy Alliance IPA’s plan remains the same: create new and manage existing relationships with
health plans to improve health through SDoH contracts, expand to other Medicaid at-risk populations, strengthen our
digital connections with social care organizations through our shared platform, and – as a byproduct – generate shared
savings.

On the network side, we added over 40 IPA participants. We are focused on increasing the use of the platform across 
partners and seek new organizations to join the IPA. We have engaged with clinical partners, St.Peter’s Health Partners 
and St. Mary’s HealthCare, to add to our referral volume from primary care sources and continue to work with 
Community Care Physicians to secure additional network use. We are only as strong as our network is; as such, we 
remain committed to connecting high-performing social, medical, and behavioral health providers in our
community to improve the health of the underserved.

Services Offered* by Healthy Alliance IPA Participants 

Housing 
(Temporary, 
Permanent) 

  Food Case 
Management 

Enrollment, 
Advocacy 
+ Health

Education

Job Training Behavioral 
Health 

16 17 28 31 10 22 

*total counts include multiple services offered by each IPA Participant

 

Managed Care Organization Term Programs 
MVP Health Plan 2 years 7 social care organizations funded to optimize the use of the Healthy 

Together Referral Program, implement organization specific social care 
programs, and improve the health of the community. 

Innovative Health Alliance of NY 
(IHANY -- sub-contract to Fidelis 

VBP Contract) 

6 
months 

Connect members with chronic conditions who have not had an office visit 
in ≥ 6 months to primary care appointments through outreach attempts by 
social care organizations. 

Pending Announcement 3 years (1) A food insecurity program with three-levels of service including Food
Pantry Plus, Medically Tailored Food Pantry, and Healthy Prepared Meals
and (2) transportation for social isolation program using the Circulation
platform.

• We hope to add two more MCOs in our market and four new programs among existing MCO
partners. We will stay abreast of state-wide efforts on the next waiver program to be sure we remain
ready to act strategically once a path forward is identified.

What's next for the Strategic Partnership Team

https://abhealth.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/1.6-IPA-Participants-Service-Menu.pdf
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

 
   

 

Our team provided account management for 14 community-based organizations involved in DSRIP and transformation
projects and 12 Patient Activation Measure (PAM®) Program participants. In parallel, we administered outreach and 
onboarding support to over 40 Healthy Alliance IPA participants.

Capacity Building 
Our community engagement activities provided access to resources that 
mitigate SDoH-related barriers. We facilitated an SDoH Workgroup, 
convening primary care providers, hospitals, behavioral health providers, 
and community-based partners to focus on the impact SDoH has on 
health and well-being. A few highlights from this workgroup include: 

• CARES NY presented access to housing in the Capital Region;
training covered eligibility requirements, information and
referral, and housing options

• Albany County Department of Social Services presented an
overview of access to housing services, sanctions, evictions,
waitlists, and after-hour services

• Revised housing questionnaire was included in Healthy Together
• National Grid presented new eligibility standards for both the

Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) and other supportive
services available to low-income individuals and families

 

      
    

 

    
     

 

      
      

     
    

    
     

      
    

• Partners learned how to navigate CDTA services through
CDTA Travel Train the Trainer

Organizations involved in DSRIP received 1:1 support on a bi-weekly or monthly basis, which included reviewing action 
plan performance, reviewing population health data and addressing gaps in care, managing data collection and quality, 
and optimizing Healthy Together and Circulation.

We supported various value-based payment conferences and workshops in the Capital Region including Preparation and 
Partnerships: Are you ready for VBP?, a collaborative approach to developing successful value-based payment, led by 
Better Health for Northeast New York (BHNNY).

Program Development 
We supported network expansion in both Healthy Together and Healthy Alliance IPA. Activities included network growth, 
contract development, management, and technical assistance. We conducted outreach and onboarding support for over 
40 IPA participants and provided technical support between community-based partners, Healthy Alliance IPA, and 
Managed Care Organizations for all IPA contracts.

Our Community Relations Specialists led the final year of the Patient Activation Measure (PAM®) contract that brought 12 
partners together to screen patients’ engagement in their overall health and well-being. Partners began using Healthy 
Together to screen for SDoH needs/patient engagement and implemented health coaching activities that included 
connecting individuals to SDoH resources, a primary care provider for preventive health services, and health homes.  

• As Healthy Alliance IPA's network grows, trainings and performance monitoring will be critical;
thus, Community Relations and Performance Consultants will become one department.
Community partners should expect to see these teams monthly wherein 1:1 technical support
through contract deliverables, Healthy Together optimization efforts, and continued development
and oversight of programs that improve health will demonstrate positive ROI.

What's next for the Community Relations Team

Medicaid Beneficiaries Attributed to Alliance 

Medicaid Members Attributed to Alliance 
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

    

 
 

 
 

As an organization, we took a deep dive into our security policies. While they were robust, we inspected them under a
new lens, using our expertise to empower the security of the community-based organizations we work with. We 
developed an innovative program where we collaboratively provide security counseling to members of our IPA. The goal 
is to implement best practices to safeguard our community’s personal health information.

We overhauled the structure of our databases moving to a fully serverless architecture! This is something that enjoys the
duality of “green” benefits. We’re impacting the environment positively by only using computing power on a demand
basis as well as reducing costs by only paying for exactly what we need. This has allowed for a 600% increase in data
computing throughput to streamline organizational efficiency.

One of the largest challenges to technical adoption of platforms for a new business model is off the shelf products simply
do not exist yet for our use cases. We’ve heard partner feedback and know that to best support our network for success,
growing our IT team to develop custom applications is imperative. We’re experimenting with low-code databases to
rapidly iterate and prototype applications and hope to expand these efforts in 2020.

This year, we undertook building our own telecommunications platform. If you called our number today, it would route
over our own internal system. This has greatly decreased costs and allowed for us to further our mission of a fully remote
office. It is our goal to roll out this platform to other organizations in our community to decrease their costs and increase
collaboration. If our research is successful, we’d like to pilot this program for other members of our community.  

HUMAN RESOURCES 

Diversity and equity are integrated into our core values and organizational practices from hiring, to performance 
management and employee recognition programs. Alliance fosters an inclusive workplace by rewarding innovation and 
providing an open forum at staff meetings where all voices are heard, valued, and considered equally. 

Employees have the autonomy to decide how and where they want to work each day; we encourage our employees to 
work in a way that allows them to be successful. We provide a broad range of resources to each employee to allow them 
to be productive without having to be in the office. With this type of infrastructure, employees are empowered to make 
meaningful and supportive connections with each other – motivating them to do their best work every day. 

In 2019, we hired 16 new team members – expanding our Communications, Technology, and Finance Departments, 
creating our Healthy Together Referral Team, and adding new forward-thinking, diverse leaders to the organization. 

• The team hopes to expand with the efforts of experimenting with low-code databases to build
more unique platforms tailored to improving community health.

What's next for the Information Systems Team

• We will continue to promote and foster a remote work environment where resiliency, trust, and
steadfast commitment to our team, our partners, the community, and the work we're doing, remain
at the forefront.

What's next for the Human Resources Team


	Partner Support
	Capacity Building
	Program Development



